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ON THE HEAT KERNEL ON FORMS ON THE 
HEISENBERG GROUP 
W. BAUER, K. FURUTANI, C. IWASAKI 
ABSTRACT. In this note we give an expression of the heat kernel on forms on the Heisenberg 
group. This expression is obtained by using the fundamental solutions of a series of systems 
of ordin紅ydiferential equations of second order. This study generalizes previous results in 
the c邸 eof one-forms on the Heisenberg group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many studies about both, the Laplacian△。 andsub-Laplacian△ sub acting on 
functions on the Heisenberg group lHI加+l・Inthis note we study the heat kernel of the Hodge 
Laplacian acting on forms on lHI加 +1(see also [1, 2]). Our aim is to obtain an exact expression 
of this heat kernel. We expect that this result will enable us to study the Laplacian on the 
Heisenberg group under an adiabatic type limit similar to the analysis performed by M. 
Rumin in [3] and [4]. 
It is natural to consider a one-form as a (2n + 1)-vector as in the paper [2] by D. Muller, 
M.M. Peloso, and F. Ricci. In Section 4 we show that the problem of finding the heat kernel 
on one-forms is reduced to the solution of a system of ordinary differential equations of size 
(2n + 1)x (2n + 1). We give an expression of the heat kernel by using operators defined in 
terms of the Laplacian△。.More precisely, we use the fundamental solution of an ordinary 
differential equation of second order with△。 asa parameter (see Theorem 4.1). We show 
that this mechanism can be applied to calculate the heat kernel on forms. That is, the 
heat kernel on forms is obtained inductively by using the fundamental solutions of ordinary 
differential equations of second order. This observation is the main result of the present work 
(see Theorem 7.1). 
The structure of the paper is as follows: we introduce some notations in Section 2. In Sec-
tion 3 we give an expression of the Heisenberg Laplacian on p-forms of any degree (Theorem 
3.3). We provide an exact formula of the heat kernel on one-forms with a rough sketch of a 
proof in Section 4. In Section 5 some properties of the operators are given which appear in 
Theorem 3.3 and are necessary to obtain a system of equations in Theorem 6.1. In Section 6 
we make an Ansatz for the solution of the heat equation in the form given in Section 3. By 
using results from Section 5 we derive a system of operator-valued ODEs for the coefficients 
in this Ansatz. After introducing new variables {wj(t), Zj(t)} Theorem 7.1 then states that 
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the problem is reduced to solving certain systems of operator-valued first order ordinary dif-
ferential equations inductively. In Section 8 we give an expression of e―tN1 (see Definition 7.2) 
which is an essential part of Theorem 7.1. In the last section we obtain an exact expression 
ofふ(t),the starting term of the series of the inductive equations in Theorem 7.1. From the 
solutions of the equations in this theorem we can in principle derive an exact form of the 
heat kernel of the Laplacian on p-forms. This generalizes the expression in Theorem 4.1 in 
the case p = 1.
2. HEISENBERG LAPLACIAN ON p-FORMS 
Let 1HI2n+l denote the (2n + 1)-dimensional Heisenberg group with coordinates 
(x1,・・・,xn,Y1,・・・,Yn,z) E 町 x 町 x 政 ~lHI2n+1
and a frame of left-invariant vector fields 
X:=[ふ，・・ ・,Xn, Y1, ・ ・ , Yn, Z] 
defined by 
a Yi a a x; a a ふ＝一—-- Y= —+-- Z=-仇 2oz'' 伽 2oz'oz' (i=l, ,n). 
The dual basis is given by 8 := [0x,・ ・,0xn,0兄,・ ・ , 0yn, 0z] where 
仮：= dx;, 0Y. := dy;, 0z =dz+~t (y;dx; -x;dy;). 
Therefore we have 
(2.1) dz= 0zー：言（研X,-X;0Y,). 
Let k E {O, ・ ・ , 2n + 1} and consider the star-operator: 
＊：炉(lHI年 1)→炉 +I-k(lH12n+1). 
More precisely, with a permutation a= (i1, ・ ・ , i2n+i) of (1, ・ ・ , 2n + 1) we find: 
(2.2) * (0りI¥... I¥仇） = sgn(び）0知 1/\• • • /¥ 0i2n+1• 
We denote the de Rham complex as follows: 
d゜0 ----+ n°(lHI年 1)―→ r21 (lHI年 1)~ → ・・・~ 炉 +1(lHI加+1) ----+ 0. 
With k = 0,・ ・ , 2n and in a standard way we define 
炉：炉+1(lHI加+1)---+け(lHI加+1)
through the relation 
(b覧心） = (w1,dk四）．
Then it is well-known that 
炉＝（ー 1)(2n+l-k)(k+l)* d2n-k *. 
Recall that the Hodge Laplacianふ：炉(lHI2n+1)→炉(lHI2n+1)is defined by 
ふ＝炉沙+dk-l5k-I_ 
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In the following we use the notation 
凱=Xj, Wn+j = Yj, W2n+1 = Z 
が=0x,, 0n+j =似， 02n+1= 0z 
(j = 1,・ ・ , n), 
(j = 1, ・ ・ , n). 
The Riemannian metric g on TlHI2n+1 and T*lHI2n+1 is defined by assuming that X and 8 
form an orthonormal basis, respectively. Let▽ be the Riemannian connection, that is▽ is 
the unique connection which satifies 
▽ g = 0, T(X, Y) =▽ xY―▽ yX-[X,Y]=O. 




Lemma 2.1. The coefficients cf,j are constant with the values: 
2n+l 1 
ci,i+n = Ci+n,2n+l = ctn+l,i+n = -, 2 
c2n+l i+n 1 
吐n,i= Ci,2n+l = C盆：ぃ＝一ー．2 
All other coefficients cf,j are zero. 
By the previous lemma we have the following formula for the connection: 
Corollary 2.2. 
1 1 
▽ w;Wj+n = -W2n+I, ▽ w, 十れ剛＝―-W2n+I,
2 2 
叫 W加+1=▽w加+1罰＝—抄凱+n, ▽ W,+n W2n+l =▽w年 1Wi+n=~WJ ・
3. REPRESENTATION OF△ 
We use the following notations: 
a炉 =e(0勺w= 0°'/¥w, 
(a心）(Yi,・・・, Yi,-1) =(i(Wa)w)(Yi, ・ ・ , l'; い） = w(Wa, Yi,・・・, Yi,-1), 
Then we can write 
2n+l 2n+l 
d= Le(伊）▽Wa, 0 = -L i(W, 叫▽Wa・ 
a=l a=l 
The following proposition collects some fund皿 entalequations for aa, a;. 
Propos1t10n 3.1. The operators { aa, a;}区a,/3翌2n+1satisfy the relations: 
aaa/3 + a13aa = 0, 
a: 咋+a;a: = 0, 
aa⑰ + a;aa = Oaf3・ 
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According to Corollary 2.2 we have the formula below for▽ w": 
(3.1) ▽ We.= Wa -Ga, (a= 1, 2, ・ ・ , 2n + 1), 
where for j = 1, • • • ,n: 
1 
Gi = -* 
2 (aj十訊2n+l-a;n+l llj+n) , 
1 




Definition 3.1. Throughout the paper the operators below will play a role: 
2n 2n 
仰=L (ajWj), 知＝ーL(a凡），知 =dH仰＋如柘，
J=l J=l 
n n 2n 
L= — L (a;aJ+n), A= L (a四k+n), Q = L心aa.
J=l k=l a=l 
For example, a;wi acts on a四orm¢=Jea, I¥ 0a2 I¥・・・ 砂 inthe following way: 
(a;W: り(¢)= (Wif)Bi I¥ ea, I¥ 0四八・..0伍




Finally, we represent the Hodge Laplacianふ forany k in a closed form. Put 
P:= 知— Z2, A:= [仰，L], B := [A,d叫
Theorem 3.3. For al k E {O, ・ ・ , 2n + 1}: 
△ ＝ふ =P+ a;n+lB + Aa2n+1 + (n -Q)a;n+la2n+l + LA. 
We uniquely can decompose any厨orm¢as¢=u + Bz I¥ v where u isa 1rform and v is
a (p -1)-form both not containing Bz. According this resolution we have: 
Corollary 3.4. 
△ (u + Bz I¥ v) = {(P + LA)u +Av}+ Bz I¥ {(P+ LA+n -Q)v +Bu}. 
The heat equation on p-forms 
（羞＋△)位(t)+ Bz I¥ v(t)) = 0, u(O) = Ui。, v(O) = Vo 
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is equivalent to a system of equations: 
（羞+P +LA) u(t) + Av(t) = 0, 
（羞+P +LA+ n -p + 1)v(t) + Bu(t) = 0, 
u(O) = U,。
v(O) = Vo. 
In the following it will be convenient to use complex vector fields Zj, Zj instead of Xj, Y:i 
Definition 3.2. For j = 1・ ・ ・ ,n put 
1 
Zi := -(Xi―ir'.i)' v'2 
z 1 j:= -(X-+ il'.J), v'2 J w加+i:=Z
1 





尻：= e((j), も：= i(Zj), -・ も：= e(ら）， も：=i厚）．
According to our previous notations we obtain for the Laplacian on forms: 
with 
△ ＝△ g-が+Aa2n+1 + a;n+lB + (n -Q)a;n+la2n+l + LA 
n 















Remark 3.1. The identity P =△。+M Z holds, where 
n 
△。=— Z:(xJ+ 汀）ー z2
j=l 
denotes the Laplacian on 0-forms. 
4. THE HEAT KERNEL ON ONE-FORMS 
Consider the fundamental solution h = h(t) of the following differential operator: 
（羞+n羞ー△。） h(t) = 0, h(O) = 0, d -h(O) = 1. dt 
We will see that the heat kernel of the Laplacian on one-forms can be expressed in form of 
an operator-valued matrix. The function h appears in the definition of the matrix entries. 
In the present section we give a rough sketch of this fact. 
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Set 
z~(;J z~(:) 
Especially for 1-forms and with respect to the basis 
詞豆伽＋ん，92n+1(:j = 1, ・ ・ , n where gj, 伽+j,g年 1E C00(日年1)]
thc Laplacianふ canbe written in a (2n + 1)x (2n + 1)matrix form: 
ふ＝（［△。い）＝（△~~;z ",,1,z △：ど~,,)
Definition 4.1. (1) 
C =;: 万， n △ sub= -L (Xj +沢）．
j=l 
(2) 
h(t) = e―nt/2c-1 sinh(Ct), <l>(t) = J h(s)ds. 
゜Characterization of h and <l>: Consider the second order differential operator: 
a2 d 
£=記十ndt―△。・
Then h(t) and <l>(t) satisfy the following equations: 
.Ch(t) = 0, h(O) = 0, 加(0)= 1, 
叫=1, <l>(O) = 0, む(0)= 0. 
Theorem 4.1. The heat kernel E(t) on one-forms is given by: 





a(t) = e―t△。{<I>(t) -2h(t) *三},(3(t)=e―t△。<I>(t),
d 
a(t) = e―t△。 (-dt+ Z)<I>(t), c(t) = e―t△。 d2 i- (記+z) <I>(t). 
Here and in some of the formulas below we denote by* the convolution product, i.e. 
(h(t) * e―itZ)(t) = h(t) * e―itZ := ft h(t -s)e―isZds. 
゜Note that there are various ways to define e―t(△。士iZ)which al lead to the same operator. 
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Outline of proof: Assume that the heat kernel E(t) is of the form E(t)~( 四臼~:)
Then the components of this matrix satisfy the following equations: 
(4.1) (羞＋△。— iZ) 叫— izt釘= 0, Mu(O) = I, 
(4.2) (d 
dt 
＋△。+iz)島+izt釘=0, M21(0) = 0, 
(4.3) (羞＋△。+n)団）―i(lZM11 _t ZM21) = 0, a1(0) = 0. 
According to (4.1) we have: 
with 
(4.4) 
Simil叫 y,by (4.2): 
with 
(4.5) 
Mu =e―t(△。→Z) +i J e―(t-s)(△。→Z)応 (s)ds
゜=e―t(△ o-iZ) + iZ (1 e―(t-s)(△ o+iZ) (ta1 (s))ds) 
=e―t(△。→Z) + zt血 (t)
t 
血 (t)= i j e―(t-s)(△。道）釘(s)ds.
゜
t 




叫 (t)= -i j e―(t-s)(△。→Z)釘 (s)ds.
゜According to (4.4) one obtains: 
（羞＋△。+iz)皿 (t)= ia1(t), m1(0) = 0. 
Similarly, by (4.5) 
（羞＋△。— iZ) 叩(t) = -ia1(t), m2(0) = 0. 
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Hence (4.1)~(4.3) are reduced to 
(4.6) (羞＋ふ +iz) 血— ia1 = 0, m1(0) = 0, 
(4.7) (羞＋△。— iZ) 四+ia1 = 0, m2(0) = 0, 
d 
(4.8) (面十△。+n) (a1) -ie―t(△ o+iZ) Z -i (tzzm1ユZZm2)= 0, a1(0) = 0, 
where we use 
tzM11 _t ZM21 =t Z(e―t(△。→Z)) +t ZZ加 (t)_t zz匹 (t)
= (e―t(△ o+iZ)?z +t zzt血 (t)ユzz匹 (t).
By (4.6)~(4.8) we may put 
m出） =e―t△。a(t)Z, m山） =e―t△。[3(t)Z, a1(t) = e―t△。a(t)Z.
Then we obtain 
（羞+iZ) a(t) -ia(t) = o, a(o) = o, 
d (t―iZ) 13(t) + ii(t) = 0, 13(0) = 0, 
（羞+n)ii(t)-ie―itZ +衿叫(t)一月(t) -~Z(a(t) + l3(t) = 0, 
Here we have applied the relation: 
t― zz 
1 t - 1 
= --(△ sub + inZ) , ZZ = --(△ sub -inZ). 
2 2 
We obtain a part of the assertion of Theorem 4.1 via the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. The above system of equations is solved by: 
Proof. Set 
Then we have 
a(t) = <I>(t) -2 h(t) * e―itz, 
~(t) = <I>(t), 
a(t) = Z<I>(t) + ih(t). 
1 ~ 1 ~ 
町(t)= -(a -/3), Y1(t) =-(a+ /3). 
2 2 
d 記 1-i(i -Zy1) = 0, x1(0) = 0, 
d 記1+ iZx1 = 0, Y1(0) = 0, 
d 
dt 
-ii -ie―itZI+i△ subX1 + n(ii -Zy1) = 0, i(O) = 0. 
i(O) = 0. 
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These equations lead the following equation for x1 (t); 
(4.9) (i+n羞ー△。） X1(t)+e→ tZI=O, X1(0)=0, d -x1(D) = 0. 
dt 
The unique solution of (4.9) is given 
叫t)= -h(t) * e―itZ_ 
Then we have 
Y1(t) = -iZ ft x1(s)ds = <I>(t) -h(t) * e―itZ 
゜and 
叩＝叫t)+ Y1(t) = <I>(t) -2 h(t) * e―itz, 
~(t) = Y1(t) -x1(t) = <I>(t), 
.d 
叩）＝―濯x1(t)+ Zy1(t) = i (~+ iZ) (h(t) H ―itZ) + Z<I>(t) 
= iho(t) + Z<I>(t). 
?
It is easy to see that: 
M22 = Mn, M12 = M21, a2 = a1. 
Now for b1, b2, c we have the following system: 
、ヽ~、、’ー／）??．．．??
?? 、?、 （羞＋△。— iZ) b1 -iZc = 0, b1(0) = 0, 
（羞＋△。+iZ) b2 + iZc = 0, b2(0) = 0, 
（羞＋△。+n) C -ieZb1ユZb2)= 0, c(O) = 1. 
Using a similar argument for M11, M21 and a1 we find: 
b1 = Ze―t△。ぶ(t), b2 = Ze―t△。ん(t), c(t) = e―t△。c(t)
with 
ふ(t)= i(t), 応(t)= a(t), c(t) = (i + z2) <I>(t). 
Then we get the邸 sertionof theorem. 
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5. PROPERTIES OF OPERATORS 
We list some properties of the operators which were introduced in the previous sections: 
Proposition 5.1. The operators defined above fulfil the following relations: 
(5.1) AdH + d訊 =0, B知＋知B=O,
(5.2) (d江 =A2=-LZ, (6江＝が =AZ
(5.3) [B, L] = -dH, [A, A]= -()H 
(5.4) [dH, L] = [6H, A] = 0, [A, L] = [B, A] = 0, [△ H,L] = [△H,A] =0, 
(5.5) AB+ BA =知， A卯＋仰A=(n-Q)Z, B仰＋仰B= -(n-Q)Z, 
(5.6) [P, d川＝［△圧向]= -AZ, [P,A] = [△H,A]=伽z,
(5.7) [P, 知]=[△几知l= -BZ, [P,B] = [△H,B]=仰Z.
6. THE HEAT KERNEL ON p-FORMS 
For the rest of the paper we study the Laplacian acting on p-forms on the Heisenberg group 
and we assume that O :Spさn.We make a suitable Ansatz and assume that the functions 
u(t) and v(t) in Section 3 are of the following form: 
where 
p 
u(t) = e―tP Xo(t) +ど叫t),
J=l 
v(t) = e―tPY1(t) + L叫t),
j=2 
叫 t)= Lk-l (Le―tP狐 (t)-Ad呼―tP極 (t))'
誓 1(t)= Lk(Ae―tPX2k+1(t) + d呼―tPX2k+1(t)),
叫 t)= Lk-l (Ae―tP訟 (t)+ d肛―tP如 (t))'
誓 1(t)= Lk-l (Le―tP訟 +1(t)-Ad坪―tP証 1(t)), k~l, 
and {xj, 切，Yi,切}for O :Sj :Sp紅 e(p-j)-form valued functions on the real line. Moreover, 
we note that {xj,Xj,Yj, 切}vanish for al j~p + 1. We may set 
Xj三 0 (jさー1), xi三 0 (jさ0), Yi三 0 (j・:S0), 切三 0 (jさ1).
The initial conditions are 
Xo(O) =Ui。, Y1(0) = Vo, 
xj(O) =0, xj(O) = 0 (1 :S j :Sp), Yi(O) = 0, め(0)= 0 (2 :S jさp).
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If p = 1,then 
u(t) =e―tP xo(t) + Ae―t覧 (t)+ d匹―tPふ(t)'
v(t) =e―tP Y1 (t). 
If p = 2,then 
u(t) =e―tP xo(t) + Ae―tP x1(t) + d虹―tPふ(t)+ Le―tP四(t)-Ad肛―tP西(t)'
v(t) =e―tPY1(t) + Ae―tP Y2(t) + d詔―tP釦(t).
Definition 6.1. For j = 0,1, 2, ・ ・ we put 
aj = j(n -p + j), も=j(n -p + j + 1). 








Tf3(t) =(3e―itZ1 乃(t)= j3eitZ1 
TB(t) =Tf3(t) + T!J(t), T0H(t) = -i (Tf3(t) -T!J(t)). 
Using Proposition 5.1 we obtain the following theorem on a relation between the coefficients 
of u(t) and v(t): 
Theorem 6.1. (I) 
（羞+bk)崎 1(t)-Z髯 1(t)+ Y2k+1(t)ー咋(t)極 (t)+ Ax2k-1(t) = 0, 
叫
p-1 
軍 1(0)= 0, 0 :Sk'.S [ 2 ] , 
（羞+bk)鱈 1(t)+ Z (x2k+1(t) +証1(t)-ToH(t)極 +A鱈 1(t)=O,
皿 d 髯 1(0)=0, O<k< 
p-1 
- -[ 2 ], 
（羞+ak+l)訟 +1(t)+知 (x払+1(t)+証1(t))-(n-p+k+l)Z髯 1(t) 
-ToH(t)y叫t)+ TB(t) (狐(t)+如(t)+ Ay盛 1(t)=O,
叫 y証+1(0)= Jk,oVo, 0 :Sk'.S [p-l , 
（羞 Ia,) Y証.,(t)-kx,.+,(t) I乃(t)極 (t)+ Aい(')~20,l 
皿 d Y2k+l (0) = 0, 1'.S k'.S [p; 1 J.
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(I) 
（羞+bk)狐 (t)+晶極(t)-z駆 (t)+咋(t)元2k-1(t)
—加(t)x2k-1(t) + Ax2k-2(t) = 0,
and 狐 (0)= 6k,O[fi。asks『]
（羞+b,-)極 (t)―如(t)+ Ax,,_,(t)~0, 2' 
and 極 (0)= 0 1 S k S [閂2' 
（羞+ak)駆 (t)-z如 (t)-(n -p + k)Z加 (t)
-T叫）（証1(t)+ X2k-1(t)) + Ay2k-2(t) = 0,
and y叫0)= 0, 1 S k S [門
（羞+a,)珈 (t)+ Zy叫t)-kx,.(t)ー知誓）,_, 互 (t)証 '(t)
-T叫t)元2k-1(t)+ Afok-2(t) = 0,
p 
and 如 (0)= 0, 1 S k S [旦・
7. REDUCTION TO A SYSTEM OF THE EQUATIONS 
We note that 
Xo(t) 三 U。•
Indeed x。ischaracterized by the equation: 
d 
-xo(t) = 0, xo(O) = Ui。
dt 
Definition 7.1. Define wj(t) and zj(t) for (0 S j Sp) as: 
Wj(t) =叫t)+切(t)' 叫t)= yj(t) -Zも(t)
We note that 
xo(t) = wo(t) = Ui。, w1(t) = x1(t), z0(t) = 0, z1(0) = Vo 




(k ;> 0), X叫） ~o;ロ） (k 2: 0). 
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(2) Define 2 x 2 matrices Nj (1 :; j :;p) and 4 x 4 matrices Nj (1 :; jさp)by: 
凡＝（い 1) (ak 1) k p bk' N2k+l = p ak+l' 
(bk-l 1 -1 0'¥ (ak 1 ゜0' N2k = p bk ゜-Z N祉+1= p ak+I ゜゜ ,(k20). ゜゜ ak ゜
， z ゜bk 0 ~0 ゜゜ ak) ¥ 0 1 0 bk) 
Remark 7.1. We have: 
叫~(~:), ?）?、 、 ー ー ? ? ? ? ? ?? ??? ? ? ? ?（＝?（??
The following statement follows from Theorem 6.1: 
Theorem 7.1. (1)ふ(t)solves the initial value problem: 
（羞+N,)ふ(t)+ (乃~)~。 )~o w#h ふ(0)~U")
(2) Using the above notations we obtain the following equations for 2 <:j <:p: 
,nd (羞＋ふ）ふ(t)+ S(t)X1_, (t) + AX,_,(t)~II with X1(11)~(!) 
8(t)~( 亨：闘 i ? ー ，?（????? -Ti(t) 
We present an exact form of X1(t). Then Xj(t) for 2::; j::; pis given in the form: 
ふ(t)= -e―tfl, * (s(t)Xj-1(t) +AXj-2(t)). 
Moreover, we obtain Yj(t), 約(t)(1 :; j :;p) as follows: 
Yj(t) = zj(t) + zxj(t), Yj(t) = wj(t) -xj(t). 
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8. THE FORMULA FOR e -tN 
In this section we give the exact form of e―tN1 (1 :S j :Sp) _ 
Definition 8.1. (1) Define a system of p second order ordinary differential operators LJ 
where 1 :Sj :Sp: 
伍＝（羞 +bk-1)(羞 +bk)-P,
L払+1= (羞 +ak)(羞 +ak+l)-P,
1 S k S [月
0 S k S [号］．
(2) Let hj(t) for 1 :Sj :Sp be operator-valued functions such that 
L丸 (t)= 0, hi(O) = 0, (羞hi)(0) = 1.
(3) Define丸(t)for 1さj'.SPby: 
<I>2k = h2k * e―a庄
鰐 1= h2k+1 * e―b凸
Proposition 8.1. (1) The functions丸(t)satisfy the equations: 
（羞+ak) L2心 (t)= 0,<I>2k(O) = 0,(羞<l>2k)(0) = 0, (~<l>2k) (0) = 1,
（羞+bk) L2k+1叫 (t)= 0,い(0)= 0,(羞い） (0) = 0,(羞い） (0) = 1 





羞十ak)叫 (t), 0 :S k :S[P ; l], 
d 
e―tN2k = (西—~}k 羞＋ーし）極(t), 1~k~rnJ 
(3) The fundamental solutions e―tN, (1~j~p) have the form: 
e―tN2k+1 = (e―tN2k+1 Q 
G2k+1(t) e-bktJ2)' 〇さk::;[P; 1]' 
e―tN2k = (e-~N2k ; ロ［）， 1さks;[月
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where Gi(t) are 2 x 2 matrices which are defined by 
G2k+1(t) = (-Z(羞；知）ー （羞Z+ak))<l>2k+1(t) 
= -(i~) (e―tN2k+1 * e-bkt) , 
叫）＝（（羞—~/砂 Z(羞＋Zい）） <I>2k(t) = (e-tN2k * e-aり(~〗)
Remark 8.1. By using the operatorP the functions hi(t) for 1 :;j● ： p can be written as 
follows: 
極 (t)=e― ½(bkーパ）t sinh {州¼(bk -bk-l戸十P}
叫(bk-bk-1)2 + p' 
髯 1(t)=e—½(ak+l +ak)t sinh {噂ak+l-a砂2+P}
J¼(ak+l —疇 +P
9. AN EXACT FORM OF X1(t) 
In the present section we give an exact form of the function X1(t). It satisfies the following 
equation: 
い）ふ(t)+ (乃i)~。 )~o, ふ(0)~(t)
Therefore, we have 
X,(t)~, ―tパ (0)-'―,N,, (Tni)Ll。)














腿）＝知）％ー （仰） * r瓜t))Ui。•
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Proof. We have 
,-m, (唸） ~(}}ll蓋t)~( 全詞箆）
and 
wh~~: :t"i)i~。)＝（亨〗i'.=:~1i□゜ ）＝（旦〗:~~~ロi:)
叱(0)= -<I>1 (0) = 0. 
dt 
Corollary 9.2. (1) 
叫＝―羞い）， 釘(t)=底(t), Y1(t) = (~+ z2)屈t)-
(2) 




According to Corollary 9.2 we obtain the exact form of the heat kernel for one-forms which 
coincides with the expression in Theorem 4.1 since a1 = n for one-forms. 
Remark 9.1. {v——} sinh t 詞+P
柘(t)=e―託t ,_ _ , (a1=n-p+l), 
り｀析(t)= (二+z2)丸(t)Vo-(羞— iZ) 仰）f3U,。ー（羞 +iz)叱(t){JU,。
（羞+iz)いt)= (羞+iz)知）Vo-屯(t)f3Uo+ {叱(t)-2 (h1(t) *戸）叫{Ju,。
（羞— iZ) いt) = (羞— iZ) 剌 (t)Vo -剌(t){JU,。+{丸(t)-2 (h1(t) * e―itZ) (t)} f3Uo, 
where we use 
iZ (<l》1(t)H ―itZ) (t) = <I>1(t) -(h1(t) * e―itZ) (t). 
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